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PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

 

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

 

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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PART 2: $1 BILLION LINE OF CREDIT IRRESIST-
IBLE OFFER STRATEGY
As a Trade Exchange business owner, you will be given an admin account that is already 
credited with $1 billion line of credit for you to attract your first 10,000 members into your 
trade exchange organization.

HOW DO YOU USE IT?
WHAT IS THIS STRATEGY ALL ABOUT?

The strategy is simply for you to give out $100,000 to every person that joins your trade 
exchange or refer anyone to join your trade exchange. In other words, PAY BUSINESS 
OWNERS $100,000 TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE OR PAY THEM FOR EVERY NEW 
MEMBER THEY REFER TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE.

You are expected to give out $100,000 trade credit per new member that joins your trade 
exchange as an incentive to get people to sign up free for your trade exchange.

You are also expected to give out $100,000 trade credit to everyone that refers others to 
join your trade exchange business through a strategy we call "send $100,000 to a strang-
er" strategy.

The benefits of trade exchange membership are impressive enough to motivate anyone 
to join trade exchange, especially when it is FREE to join.

Free membership into the exchange is attractive enough, but to also offer new members 
$100,000 each for acting to join the exchange FREE is even more irresistible.

For example, do you know that PayPal used this same type of strategy when they were 
starting out? Yes they did. PayPal's growth was helped along by generous promotions 
that continue today. Initially, PayPal offered people $10 to sign up and a $10 bonus for 
every person that user recruited. They now have over 100 million users; hence, they don't 
need to use that strategy again to attract members.

It is even easier for your trade exchange to use this strategy because, we have the 
technology to do this and the trade dollars you are giving out, unlike the $10 cash paid 
out by PayPal, doesn't and will not cost you anything at all.
In fact, it is a strategy that not only attracts thousands of members into your trade 
exchange, but also gets your trade exchange to a fast start and keeps your trade 
exchange momentum strong from the beginning until your exchange membership 
reaches critical mass.

People would not be able to resist this kind $100,000 gift offer as incentive to join your 
trade exchange FREE. We have seen this strategy work wonders in building trade 
exchange membership to incredible membership numerical strength.

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

The only issue most people complained about when we interviewed the few who did not 
take advantage of the offer in the past, on why they didn't accept the $100,000 offer to 
join trade exchange, was that, they didn't believe that it was true or real that someone 
was actually giving out $100,000 for them to join trade exchange FREE. They were like, 
"What is the catch? There must be a catch somewhere."

However, the ratio of those who accepted the offer to those who were skeptical and 
didn't accept the offer was over 9 to 1, respectively.

Even some million-dollar business owners that you'd think that $100,000 would not mean 
anything to them, still joined the exchange through this offer and confessed that 
although they were intrigued by trade exchange membership benefits, the $100,000 offer 
further motivated them to really join the exchange to see what it was all about.
This is the ultimate "marketing WITHOUT marketing solution", by making an offer that 
people cannot refuse.

SO, HOW DO YOU IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT 10,000
NEW MEMBERS TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE?

There are two ways you can use this $1 billion line of credit to implement the "send 
$100,000 to a stranger" strategy.

 STEP 1:  Create a "send $100,000 payment" message to send to the business   
 contacts that you have on your email list.  We have already created this for you.
 You only should enter prospective members’ details and click 'send'. There is a   
 proprietary feature in the trade exchange platform that allows you to do this.
 When you create a "send $100,000 payment" message in our system, a message   
 would be automatically sent to your target prospect. 

 The prospective client would receive a message that reads "Hi, I would like to give  
 you $100,000.00 trade dollars that you can use to purchase products, services,   
 media and travel available in my barter exchange.

 Simply click the 'Accept' button below to create your own barter account, and   
 once approved, the $100,000.00 trade dollar payment will be deposited to your   
 account."

 STEP 2:  The person you sent this message to, clicks on the link and registers as a   
 member in your trade exchange, $100,000.00 would be automatically deposited   
 into their account. 

 Now you have a new member. By the time you have exhausted the $1 billion   
 credit line, 10,000 new members would have registered to become members of   
 your trade exchange.

 The second way you can apply this "send $100,000 to a stranger" strategy is to   
 simply send out a message to your business email list, to offer to pay them    
 $100,000 for each new member they refer to join your trade exchange.

 How many people do you know, that would gladly refer others to join your trade   
 exchange just to get paid $100,000 in trade dollars for each member they refer to  
 join the exchange? A LOT!

 By the time you have finished paying out $1 billion trade dollars at $100,000 per   
 person, it means that you'd have 10,000 registered members. The remarkable   
 thing is that you don't do anything or lift a finger to pay them. The trade    
 exchange system does that automatically 24/7, as soon as they register using the   
 link in the '$100,000.00 offer' message that was sent to them via email.

What is the benefit of having up to 10,000 members in your trade 
exchange business from the beginning?

First, the more members you have in your trade exchange organization, the more income 
you can generate. In other words, your trade exchange business revenue is directly 
proportional to the number of members and the volume of trading activities of your 
members.

If you read the income projection table on our website, you'd remember that each 
member/new client recruited into your trade exchange business is worth at least 
$1,862.5/year transaction income to you. This is our most conservative estimate.

Starting your business with 10,000 clients, means that your business is already guaranteed 
$18.63 million/year income. Even if you get only half or a quarter of this number to accept 
your offer, that is still a fortune you'd be making.

But let's not even project too much into the next one year. Let's look at what income you 
could immediately generate in the next few weeks, by simply attracting up to 10,000 new 
members into your trade exchange using this "send money to strangers" strategy.

Remember that, each of the 10,000 new members that would accept your offer of 
$100,000 to join your trade exchange would want to spend the $100,000 they received 
via your trade exchange because, that is the only place where they can spend the trade 
dollars they received.

Remember also, that transaction fees for any transaction in the exchange are 5% of the 
value of transaction. By the time every one of those new members have spent the $1 
billion trade credit you issued to them, transaction fees of $50,000,000 CASH would have 
been paid to your trade exchange business, because 5% of $1 billion is equal to 
$50,000,000.

So, issuing out $1 billion trade credit automatically guarantees $50,000,000 cash income 
for your business within the first week or one month depending on when they spend the 
trade dollars issued to them. How quickly would you like to spend a gift of $100,000 if you 
were the prospect?

From the first day of the second month of these new members' membership, their credit 
cards would be charged $50 monthly admin fees. 10,000 multiplied by $50 would give 
you $500,000.  That would give you $500,000 in guaranteed monthly income from admin 
fees only. We have not included the transaction fees which gives the highest income in 
trade exchange in this calculation.

Let's be a bit conservative and assume that only 25% of these 10,000 members agreed to 
remain active members paying monthly admin fees for the privileges and benefits they 
get as members of your trade exchange. In that case, only 2,500 members would get 
charged the monthly admin fee of $50. That would still give you a COOL monthly income 
of $125,000. What do you think?

Let’s assuming you now have 10,000 new members in your trade exchange and at least 
2,500 of these number upgrades their membership to premium members where they 
would be paying at least $250 one-time set up fees and $50 per month. 
That would result in $625,000 from set up fees and $125,000 per month from admin fees.

Even if you never grow your membership of your trade exchange organization again, this 
structure should guarantee an annual income of at least $2.125 million. We have not 
even considered the revenue you could generate from transaction fees of members.

The above does not consider the transaction fees you'd earn from every member’s 
transactions in the exchange or the license fees that would be paid by licensees joining 
your exchange or the income from the transactions of your licensees' members. We are 
just using monthly admin fees in this calculation. Let’s see what type of income you could 
be generating from your trade exchange business with 10,000 registered members.

Let’s assume that each of your 10,000 members trades goods and services worth at least 
2,000 every month. That would be $240 million in members’ transaction for one year. If we 
charge 5% of this transaction volume, the income you’d generate from transaction fees 
would be $12 million. 

Add this to the initial revenue gotten from the monthly admin fees and one time set up 
fees of your members, and you’d have $2.125 million + $12 million = $14.125 million

By recruiting at least 10,000 new members into your trade exchange in 60 days, you’d 
have set your business up to start generating at least $14.125 million per year, even if you 
never increase the number of members in your trade exchange.

If you strictly adhere to and implement the instructions in this guide, then, you’d be 
multiplying this projection in no time flat.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
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STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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PART 2: $1 BILLION LINE OF CREDIT IRRESIST-
IBLE OFFER STRATEGY
As a Trade Exchange business owner, you will be given an admin account that is already 
credited with $1 billion line of credit for you to attract your first 10,000 members into your 
trade exchange organization.

HOW DO YOU USE IT?
WHAT IS THIS STRATEGY ALL ABOUT?

The strategy is simply for you to give out $100,000 to every person that joins your trade 
exchange or refer anyone to join your trade exchange. In other words, PAY BUSINESS 
OWNERS $100,000 TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE OR PAY THEM FOR EVERY NEW 
MEMBER THEY REFER TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE.

You are expected to give out $100,000 trade credit per new member that joins your trade 
exchange as an incentive to get people to sign up free for your trade exchange.

You are also expected to give out $100,000 trade credit to everyone that refers others to 
join your trade exchange business through a strategy we call "send $100,000 to a strang-
er" strategy.

The benefits of trade exchange membership are impressive enough to motivate anyone 
to join trade exchange, especially when it is FREE to join.

Free membership into the exchange is attractive enough, but to also offer new members 
$100,000 each for acting to join the exchange FREE is even more irresistible.

For example, do you know that PayPal used this same type of strategy when they were 
starting out? Yes they did. PayPal's growth was helped along by generous promotions 
that continue today. Initially, PayPal offered people $10 to sign up and a $10 bonus for 
every person that user recruited. They now have over 100 million users; hence, they don't 
need to use that strategy again to attract members.

It is even easier for your trade exchange to use this strategy because, we have the 
technology to do this and the trade dollars you are giving out, unlike the $10 cash paid 
out by PayPal, doesn't and will not cost you anything at all.
In fact, it is a strategy that not only attracts thousands of members into your trade 
exchange, but also gets your trade exchange to a fast start and keeps your trade 
exchange momentum strong from the beginning until your exchange membership 
reaches critical mass.

People would not be able to resist this kind $100,000 gift offer as incentive to join your 
trade exchange FREE. We have seen this strategy work wonders in building trade 
exchange membership to incredible membership numerical strength.

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

The only issue most people complained about when we interviewed the few who did not 
take advantage of the offer in the past, on why they didn't accept the $100,000 offer to 
join trade exchange, was that, they didn't believe that it was true or real that someone 
was actually giving out $100,000 for them to join trade exchange FREE. They were like, 
"What is the catch? There must be a catch somewhere."

However, the ratio of those who accepted the offer to those who were skeptical and 
didn't accept the offer was over 9 to 1, respectively.

Even some million-dollar business owners that you'd think that $100,000 would not mean 
anything to them, still joined the exchange through this offer and confessed that 
although they were intrigued by trade exchange membership benefits, the $100,000 offer 
further motivated them to really join the exchange to see what it was all about.
This is the ultimate "marketing WITHOUT marketing solution", by making an offer that 
people cannot refuse.

SO, HOW DO YOU IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT 10,000
NEW MEMBERS TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE?

There are two ways you can use this $1 billion line of credit to implement the "send 
$100,000 to a stranger" strategy.

 STEP 1:  Create a "send $100,000 payment" message to send to the business   
 contacts that you have on your email list.  We have already created this for you.
 You only should enter prospective members’ details and click 'send'. There is a   
 proprietary feature in the trade exchange platform that allows you to do this.
 When you create a "send $100,000 payment" message in our system, a message   
 would be automatically sent to your target prospect. 

 The prospective client would receive a message that reads "Hi, I would like to give  
 you $100,000.00 trade dollars that you can use to purchase products, services,   
 media and travel available in my barter exchange.

 Simply click the 'Accept' button below to create your own barter account, and   
 once approved, the $100,000.00 trade dollar payment will be deposited to your   
 account."

 STEP 2:  The person you sent this message to, clicks on the link and registers as a   
 member in your trade exchange, $100,000.00 would be automatically deposited   
 into their account. 

 Now you have a new member. By the time you have exhausted the $1 billion   
 credit line, 10,000 new members would have registered to become members of   
 your trade exchange.

 The second way you can apply this "send $100,000 to a stranger" strategy is to   
 simply send out a message to your business email list, to offer to pay them    
 $100,000 for each new member they refer to join your trade exchange.

 How many people do you know, that would gladly refer others to join your trade   
 exchange just to get paid $100,000 in trade dollars for each member they refer to  
 join the exchange? A LOT!

 By the time you have finished paying out $1 billion trade dollars at $100,000 per   
 person, it means that you'd have 10,000 registered members. The remarkable   
 thing is that you don't do anything or lift a finger to pay them. The trade    
 exchange system does that automatically 24/7, as soon as they register using the   
 link in the '$100,000.00 offer' message that was sent to them via email.

What is the benefit of having up to 10,000 members in your trade 
exchange business from the beginning?

First, the more members you have in your trade exchange organization, the more income 
you can generate. In other words, your trade exchange business revenue is directly 
proportional to the number of members and the volume of trading activities of your 
members.

If you read the income projection table on our website, you'd remember that each 
member/new client recruited into your trade exchange business is worth at least 
$1,862.5/year transaction income to you. This is our most conservative estimate.

Starting your business with 10,000 clients, means that your business is already guaranteed 
$18.63 million/year income. Even if you get only half or a quarter of this number to accept 
your offer, that is still a fortune you'd be making.

But let's not even project too much into the next one year. Let's look at what income you 
could immediately generate in the next few weeks, by simply attracting up to 10,000 new 
members into your trade exchange using this "send money to strangers" strategy.

Remember that, each of the 10,000 new members that would accept your offer of 
$100,000 to join your trade exchange would want to spend the $100,000 they received 
via your trade exchange because, that is the only place where they can spend the trade 
dollars they received.

Remember also, that transaction fees for any transaction in the exchange are 5% of the 
value of transaction. By the time every one of those new members have spent the $1 
billion trade credit you issued to them, transaction fees of $50,000,000 CASH would have 
been paid to your trade exchange business, because 5% of $1 billion is equal to 
$50,000,000.

So, issuing out $1 billion trade credit automatically guarantees $50,000,000 cash income 
for your business within the first week or one month depending on when they spend the 
trade dollars issued to them. How quickly would you like to spend a gift of $100,000 if you 
were the prospect?

From the first day of the second month of these new members' membership, their credit 
cards would be charged $50 monthly admin fees. 10,000 multiplied by $50 would give 
you $500,000.  That would give you $500,000 in guaranteed monthly income from admin 
fees only. We have not included the transaction fees which gives the highest income in 
trade exchange in this calculation.

Let's be a bit conservative and assume that only 25% of these 10,000 members agreed to 
remain active members paying monthly admin fees for the privileges and benefits they 
get as members of your trade exchange. In that case, only 2,500 members would get 
charged the monthly admin fee of $50. That would still give you a COOL monthly income 
of $125,000. What do you think?

Let’s assuming you now have 10,000 new members in your trade exchange and at least 
2,500 of these number upgrades their membership to premium members where they 
would be paying at least $250 one-time set up fees and $50 per month. 
That would result in $625,000 from set up fees and $125,000 per month from admin fees.

Even if you never grow your membership of your trade exchange organization again, this 
structure should guarantee an annual income of at least $2.125 million. We have not 
even considered the revenue you could generate from transaction fees of members.

The above does not consider the transaction fees you'd earn from every member’s 
transactions in the exchange or the license fees that would be paid by licensees joining 
your exchange or the income from the transactions of your licensees' members. We are 
just using monthly admin fees in this calculation. Let’s see what type of income you could 
be generating from your trade exchange business with 10,000 registered members.

Let’s assume that each of your 10,000 members trades goods and services worth at least 
2,000 every month. That would be $240 million in members’ transaction for one year. If we 
charge 5% of this transaction volume, the income you’d generate from transaction fees 
would be $12 million. 

Add this to the initial revenue gotten from the monthly admin fees and one time set up 
fees of your members, and you’d have $2.125 million + $12 million = $14.125 million

By recruiting at least 10,000 new members into your trade exchange in 60 days, you’d 
have set your business up to start generating at least $14.125 million per year, even if you 
never increase the number of members in your trade exchange.

If you strictly adhere to and implement the instructions in this guide, then, you’d be 
multiplying this projection in no time flat.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

PART 2: $1 BILLION LINE OF CREDIT IRRESIST-
IBLE OFFER STRATEGY
As a Trade Exchange business owner, you will be given an admin account that is already 
credited with $1 billion line of credit for you to attract your first 10,000 members into your 
trade exchange organization.

HOW DO YOU USE IT?
WHAT IS THIS STRATEGY ALL ABOUT?

The strategy is simply for you to give out $100,000 to every person that joins your trade 
exchange or refer anyone to join your trade exchange. In other words, PAY BUSINESS 
OWNERS $100,000 TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE OR PAY THEM FOR EVERY NEW 
MEMBER THEY REFER TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE.

You are expected to give out $100,000 trade credit per new member that joins your trade 
exchange as an incentive to get people to sign up free for your trade exchange.

You are also expected to give out $100,000 trade credit to everyone that refers others to 
join your trade exchange business through a strategy we call "send $100,000 to a strang-
er" strategy.

The benefits of trade exchange membership are impressive enough to motivate anyone 
to join trade exchange, especially when it is FREE to join.

Free membership into the exchange is attractive enough, but to also offer new members 
$100,000 each for acting to join the exchange FREE is even more irresistible.

For example, do you know that PayPal used this same type of strategy when they were 
starting out? Yes they did. PayPal's growth was helped along by generous promotions 
that continue today. Initially, PayPal offered people $10 to sign up and a $10 bonus for 
every person that user recruited. They now have over 100 million users; hence, they don't 
need to use that strategy again to attract members.

It is even easier for your trade exchange to use this strategy because, we have the 
technology to do this and the trade dollars you are giving out, unlike the $10 cash paid 
out by PayPal, doesn't and will not cost you anything at all.
In fact, it is a strategy that not only attracts thousands of members into your trade 
exchange, but also gets your trade exchange to a fast start and keeps your trade 
exchange momentum strong from the beginning until your exchange membership 
reaches critical mass.

People would not be able to resist this kind $100,000 gift offer as incentive to join your 
trade exchange FREE. We have seen this strategy work wonders in building trade 
exchange membership to incredible membership numerical strength.

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.
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The only issue most people complained about when we interviewed the few who did not 
take advantage of the offer in the past, on why they didn't accept the $100,000 offer to 
join trade exchange, was that, they didn't believe that it was true or real that someone 
was actually giving out $100,000 for them to join trade exchange FREE. They were like, 
"What is the catch? There must be a catch somewhere."

However, the ratio of those who accepted the offer to those who were skeptical and 
didn't accept the offer was over 9 to 1, respectively.

Even some million-dollar business owners that you'd think that $100,000 would not mean 
anything to them, still joined the exchange through this offer and confessed that 
although they were intrigued by trade exchange membership benefits, the $100,000 offer 
further motivated them to really join the exchange to see what it was all about.
This is the ultimate "marketing WITHOUT marketing solution", by making an offer that 
people cannot refuse.

SO, HOW DO YOU IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT 10,000
NEW MEMBERS TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE?

There are two ways you can use this $1 billion line of credit to implement the "send 
$100,000 to a stranger" strategy.

 STEP 1:  Create a "send $100,000 payment" message to send to the business   
 contacts that you have on your email list.  We have already created this for you.
 You only should enter prospective members’ details and click 'send'. There is a   
 proprietary feature in the trade exchange platform that allows you to do this.
 When you create a "send $100,000 payment" message in our system, a message   
 would be automatically sent to your target prospect. 

 The prospective client would receive a message that reads "Hi, I would like to give  
 you $100,000.00 trade dollars that you can use to purchase products, services,   
 media and travel available in my barter exchange.

 Simply click the 'Accept' button below to create your own barter account, and   
 once approved, the $100,000.00 trade dollar payment will be deposited to your   
 account."

 STEP 2:  The person you sent this message to, clicks on the link and registers as a   
 member in your trade exchange, $100,000.00 would be automatically deposited   
 into their account. 

 Now you have a new member. By the time you have exhausted the $1 billion   
 credit line, 10,000 new members would have registered to become members of   
 your trade exchange.

 The second way you can apply this "send $100,000 to a stranger" strategy is to   
 simply send out a message to your business email list, to offer to pay them    
 $100,000 for each new member they refer to join your trade exchange.

 How many people do you know, that would gladly refer others to join your trade   
 exchange just to get paid $100,000 in trade dollars for each member they refer to  
 join the exchange? A LOT!

 By the time you have finished paying out $1 billion trade dollars at $100,000 per   
 person, it means that you'd have 10,000 registered members. The remarkable   
 thing is that you don't do anything or lift a finger to pay them. The trade    
 exchange system does that automatically 24/7, as soon as they register using the   
 link in the '$100,000.00 offer' message that was sent to them via email.

What is the benefit of having up to 10,000 members in your trade 
exchange business from the beginning?

First, the more members you have in your trade exchange organization, the more income 
you can generate. In other words, your trade exchange business revenue is directly 
proportional to the number of members and the volume of trading activities of your 
members.

If you read the income projection table on our website, you'd remember that each 
member/new client recruited into your trade exchange business is worth at least 
$1,862.5/year transaction income to you. This is our most conservative estimate.

Starting your business with 10,000 clients, means that your business is already guaranteed 
$18.63 million/year income. Even if you get only half or a quarter of this number to accept 
your offer, that is still a fortune you'd be making.

But let's not even project too much into the next one year. Let's look at what income you 
could immediately generate in the next few weeks, by simply attracting up to 10,000 new 
members into your trade exchange using this "send money to strangers" strategy.

Remember that, each of the 10,000 new members that would accept your offer of 
$100,000 to join your trade exchange would want to spend the $100,000 they received 
via your trade exchange because, that is the only place where they can spend the trade 
dollars they received.

Remember also, that transaction fees for any transaction in the exchange are 5% of the 
value of transaction. By the time every one of those new members have spent the $1 
billion trade credit you issued to them, transaction fees of $50,000,000 CASH would have 
been paid to your trade exchange business, because 5% of $1 billion is equal to 
$50,000,000.

So, issuing out $1 billion trade credit automatically guarantees $50,000,000 cash income 
for your business within the first week or one month depending on when they spend the 
trade dollars issued to them. How quickly would you like to spend a gift of $100,000 if you 
were the prospect?

From the first day of the second month of these new members' membership, their credit 
cards would be charged $50 monthly admin fees. 10,000 multiplied by $50 would give 
you $500,000.  That would give you $500,000 in guaranteed monthly income from admin 
fees only. We have not included the transaction fees which gives the highest income in 
trade exchange in this calculation.

Let's be a bit conservative and assume that only 25% of these 10,000 members agreed to 
remain active members paying monthly admin fees for the privileges and benefits they 
get as members of your trade exchange. In that case, only 2,500 members would get 
charged the monthly admin fee of $50. That would still give you a COOL monthly income 
of $125,000. What do you think?

Let’s assuming you now have 10,000 new members in your trade exchange and at least 
2,500 of these number upgrades their membership to premium members where they 
would be paying at least $250 one-time set up fees and $50 per month. 
That would result in $625,000 from set up fees and $125,000 per month from admin fees.

Even if you never grow your membership of your trade exchange organization again, this 
structure should guarantee an annual income of at least $2.125 million. We have not 
even considered the revenue you could generate from transaction fees of members.

The above does not consider the transaction fees you'd earn from every member’s 
transactions in the exchange or the license fees that would be paid by licensees joining 
your exchange or the income from the transactions of your licensees' members. We are 
just using monthly admin fees in this calculation. Let’s see what type of income you could 
be generating from your trade exchange business with 10,000 registered members.

Let’s assume that each of your 10,000 members trades goods and services worth at least 
2,000 every month. That would be $240 million in members’ transaction for one year. If we 
charge 5% of this transaction volume, the income you’d generate from transaction fees 
would be $12 million. 

Add this to the initial revenue gotten from the monthly admin fees and one time set up 
fees of your members, and you’d have $2.125 million + $12 million = $14.125 million

By recruiting at least 10,000 new members into your trade exchange in 60 days, you’d 
have set your business up to start generating at least $14.125 million per year, even if you 
never increase the number of members in your trade exchange.

If you strictly adhere to and implement the instructions in this guide, then, you’d be 
multiplying this projection in no time flat.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

PART 2: $1 BILLION LINE OF CREDIT IRRESIST-
IBLE OFFER STRATEGY
As a Trade Exchange business owner, you will be given an admin account that is already 
credited with $1 billion line of credit for you to attract your first 10,000 members into your 
trade exchange organization.

HOW DO YOU USE IT?
WHAT IS THIS STRATEGY ALL ABOUT?

The strategy is simply for you to give out $100,000 to every person that joins your trade 
exchange or refer anyone to join your trade exchange. In other words, PAY BUSINESS 
OWNERS $100,000 TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE OR PAY THEM FOR EVERY NEW 
MEMBER THEY REFER TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE FREE.

You are expected to give out $100,000 trade credit per new member that joins your trade 
exchange as an incentive to get people to sign up free for your trade exchange.

You are also expected to give out $100,000 trade credit to everyone that refers others to 
join your trade exchange business through a strategy we call "send $100,000 to a strang-
er" strategy.

The benefits of trade exchange membership are impressive enough to motivate anyone 
to join trade exchange, especially when it is FREE to join.

Free membership into the exchange is attractive enough, but to also offer new members 
$100,000 each for acting to join the exchange FREE is even more irresistible.

For example, do you know that PayPal used this same type of strategy when they were 
starting out? Yes they did. PayPal's growth was helped along by generous promotions 
that continue today. Initially, PayPal offered people $10 to sign up and a $10 bonus for 
every person that user recruited. They now have over 100 million users; hence, they don't 
need to use that strategy again to attract members.

It is even easier for your trade exchange to use this strategy because, we have the 
technology to do this and the trade dollars you are giving out, unlike the $10 cash paid 
out by PayPal, doesn't and will not cost you anything at all.
In fact, it is a strategy that not only attracts thousands of members into your trade 
exchange, but also gets your trade exchange to a fast start and keeps your trade 
exchange momentum strong from the beginning until your exchange membership 
reaches critical mass.

People would not be able to resist this kind $100,000 gift offer as incentive to join your 
trade exchange FREE. We have seen this strategy work wonders in building trade 
exchange membership to incredible membership numerical strength.

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

The only issue most people complained about when we interviewed the few who did not 
take advantage of the offer in the past, on why they didn't accept the $100,000 offer to 
join trade exchange, was that, they didn't believe that it was true or real that someone 
was actually giving out $100,000 for them to join trade exchange FREE. They were like, 
"What is the catch? There must be a catch somewhere."

However, the ratio of those who accepted the offer to those who were skeptical and 
didn't accept the offer was over 9 to 1, respectively.

Even some million-dollar business owners that you'd think that $100,000 would not mean 
anything to them, still joined the exchange through this offer and confessed that 
although they were intrigued by trade exchange membership benefits, the $100,000 offer 
further motivated them to really join the exchange to see what it was all about.
This is the ultimate "marketing WITHOUT marketing solution", by making an offer that 
people cannot refuse.

SO, HOW DO YOU IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT 10,000
NEW MEMBERS TO JOIN YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE?

There are two ways you can use this $1 billion line of credit to implement the "send 
$100,000 to a stranger" strategy.

 STEP 1:  Create a "send $100,000 payment" message to send to the business   
 contacts that you have on your email list.  We have already created this for you.
 You only should enter prospective members’ details and click 'send'. There is a   
 proprietary feature in the trade exchange platform that allows you to do this.
 When you create a "send $100,000 payment" message in our system, a message   
 would be automatically sent to your target prospect. 

 The prospective client would receive a message that reads "Hi, I would like to give  
 you $100,000.00 trade dollars that you can use to purchase products, services,   
 media and travel available in my barter exchange.

 Simply click the 'Accept' button below to create your own barter account, and   
 once approved, the $100,000.00 trade dollar payment will be deposited to your   
 account."

 STEP 2:  The person you sent this message to, clicks on the link and registers as a   
 member in your trade exchange, $100,000.00 would be automatically deposited   
 into their account. 

 Now you have a new member. By the time you have exhausted the $1 billion   
 credit line, 10,000 new members would have registered to become members of   
 your trade exchange.

 The second way you can apply this "send $100,000 to a stranger" strategy is to   
 simply send out a message to your business email list, to offer to pay them    
 $100,000 for each new member they refer to join your trade exchange.
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 How many people do you know, that would gladly refer others to join your trade   
 exchange just to get paid $100,000 in trade dollars for each member they refer to  
 join the exchange? A LOT!

 By the time you have finished paying out $1 billion trade dollars at $100,000 per   
 person, it means that you'd have 10,000 registered members. The remarkable   
 thing is that you don't do anything or lift a finger to pay them. The trade    
 exchange system does that automatically 24/7, as soon as they register using the   
 link in the '$100,000.00 offer' message that was sent to them via email.

What is the benefit of having up to 10,000 members in your trade 
exchange business from the beginning?

First, the more members you have in your trade exchange organization, the more income 
you can generate. In other words, your trade exchange business revenue is directly 
proportional to the number of members and the volume of trading activities of your 
members.

If you read the income projection table on our website, you'd remember that each 
member/new client recruited into your trade exchange business is worth at least 
$1,862.5/year transaction income to you. This is our most conservative estimate.

Starting your business with 10,000 clients, means that your business is already guaranteed 
$18.63 million/year income. Even if you get only half or a quarter of this number to accept 
your offer, that is still a fortune you'd be making.

But let's not even project too much into the next one year. Let's look at what income you 
could immediately generate in the next few weeks, by simply attracting up to 10,000 new 
members into your trade exchange using this "send money to strangers" strategy.

Remember that, each of the 10,000 new members that would accept your offer of 
$100,000 to join your trade exchange would want to spend the $100,000 they received 
via your trade exchange because, that is the only place where they can spend the trade 
dollars they received.

Remember also, that transaction fees for any transaction in the exchange are 5% of the 
value of transaction. By the time every one of those new members have spent the $1 
billion trade credit you issued to them, transaction fees of $50,000,000 CASH would have 
been paid to your trade exchange business, because 5% of $1 billion is equal to 
$50,000,000.

So, issuing out $1 billion trade credit automatically guarantees $50,000,000 cash income 
for your business within the first week or one month depending on when they spend the 
trade dollars issued to them. How quickly would you like to spend a gift of $100,000 if you 
were the prospect?

From the first day of the second month of these new members' membership, their credit 
cards would be charged $50 monthly admin fees. 10,000 multiplied by $50 would give 
you $500,000.  That would give you $500,000 in guaranteed monthly income from admin 
fees only. We have not included the transaction fees which gives the highest income in 
trade exchange in this calculation.

Let's be a bit conservative and assume that only 25% of these 10,000 members agreed to 
remain active members paying monthly admin fees for the privileges and benefits they 
get as members of your trade exchange. In that case, only 2,500 members would get 
charged the monthly admin fee of $50. That would still give you a COOL monthly income 
of $125,000. What do you think?

Let’s assuming you now have 10,000 new members in your trade exchange and at least 
2,500 of these number upgrades their membership to premium members where they 
would be paying at least $250 one-time set up fees and $50 per month. 
That would result in $625,000 from set up fees and $125,000 per month from admin fees.

Even if you never grow your membership of your trade exchange organization again, this 
structure should guarantee an annual income of at least $2.125 million. We have not 
even considered the revenue you could generate from transaction fees of members.

The above does not consider the transaction fees you'd earn from every member’s 
transactions in the exchange or the license fees that would be paid by licensees joining 
your exchange or the income from the transactions of your licensees' members. We are 
just using monthly admin fees in this calculation. Let’s see what type of income you could 
be generating from your trade exchange business with 10,000 registered members.

Let’s assume that each of your 10,000 members trades goods and services worth at least 
2,000 every month. That would be $240 million in members’ transaction for one year. If we 
charge 5% of this transaction volume, the income you’d generate from transaction fees 
would be $12 million. 

Add this to the initial revenue gotten from the monthly admin fees and one time set up 
fees of your members, and you’d have $2.125 million + $12 million = $14.125 million

By recruiting at least 10,000 new members into your trade exchange in 60 days, you’d 
have set your business up to start generating at least $14.125 million per year, even if you 
never increase the number of members in your trade exchange.

If you strictly adhere to and implement the instructions in this guide, then, you’d be 
multiplying this projection in no time flat.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

PART 3: MILLION DOLLAR STRATEGIES FOR 
GETTING 10,000 OR MORE TRADE EXCHANGE 
MEMBERS IN 60 DAYS OR LESS

The strategy I recommend that you use in launching your trade exchange 
business is Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances.

Reasons why I recommend joint venture marketing strategy as the best strategy to use to 
launch your trade exchange business are as follows:

 1) Very easily established
 2) Significantly augments your ordinary selling efforts
 3) Drastically increase overall sales and profitability
 4) Substantially lowers your barrier of entry into a marketplace or industry
 5) Strongly enhances and elevates your image
 6) Expands client base far beyond its current limits
 7) Boosts your market presence
 8) Provides much appreciated added value to clients
 9) Contribute substantially to perceived client benefits
 10) Provides easy entry to emerging markets
 11) Expand and explodes your horizons
 12) Speeds access to wide varieties of new markets
 13) Expand significantly beyond your current limited geographic boundaries
 14) Gain a firm foothold in international marketplace
 15) Control other people's markets
 16) Gain a clear competitive advantage
 17) Rapidly overpower the competition
 18) Almost unlimited joint marketing opportunities
 19) Equally unlimited joint selling or distribution opportunities
 20)  Quicker to create/form than mergers
 21) Much, much more flexible to operate
 22) Far less risky
 23) Requires little or no cash
 24) Strengthens your reputation in industry as result of association
 25) Firmly establishes your unique position in market
 26) Secures your position as front runner in marketplace through pre-emption
 27) Provides greatly enhanced marketing / selling ability
 28) Set up instant distribution networks
 29) Capitalize on hidden assets
 30) Earn higher ROI's and ROE's on management and technical / operational   
 alliances than from your core/main resources business
 31) Nearly impossible for your competitors to imitate 
 32) Remain totally focused on your core
 33) Outsourcing non-core competencies

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.
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In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT
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Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.
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In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.
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HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.



PART 1: MANUFACTURERS ATTRACTION 
SYSTEM AND STRATEGIES

In this section, you’d get:
Billion Dollar Strategies For Attracting Manufacturers and Investors For Your Licensing 
Business 

1. STRATEGY #1
 Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

1. STRATEGY #2
 $3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

2. STRATEGY #3
 The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your Business   
 Through Friends

3. STRATEGY #4
  1. A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest In Your License    
  Within 24 Hours At Zero Cost To You
  2. The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get a Client Within 6 Hours of Starting   
  Your Business

4. STRATEGY #5
 A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken Glass And Beg  
 You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You Talking To Or Meeting Face To  
 Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House  
 Or Office

5. STRATEGY #6
 Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange Businesses  
 Without Lifting Your Finger to Do Anything, And Without Even Leaving Your House   
 or Office

6. STRATEGY #7
 Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making as much as   
 $750,000 per month!

7. STRATEGY #8
 Go Where Business Manufacturers Are to Attract Business Manufacturers 

8. STRATEGY #9
 Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Oppor  
 tunity

9. STRATEGY #10
 How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members for An Excess Capacity Exchange   
 and Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

STRATEGY #1
“Approach prospects as a buyer of their products and NOT as a seller”

The most effective strategy for attracting and recruiting clients into your Excess Capacity 
Exchange business is to utilize the BUYER’S APPROACH. 

The BUYER’S APPROACH means that you approach prospective clients as someone who 
is interested in buying their products, and NOT as a seller of any product or services. 
Reel in your prospects by having a set amount of future sales volume you are willing to 
commit to bring in 24 hours.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU APPROACH PROSPECTIVE
CLIENTS AS A BUYER?

BUYER STATUS ASSUMED: The gatekeepers will assume you are a buyer.

VERY IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Your message will be regarded as a very important message 
as a potential buyer. 

HIGH RESPONSE RATE: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is virtually 
guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business development and 
responded to accordingly.

ASK ANY QUESTIONS: You can ask most any question and expect a favorable response.

NO OBJECTIONS: You will not face any objections.

THE BUYER’S APPROACH PROCESS

 STEP 1. PRODUCT INQUIRY OR PURCHASE REQUEST: 
 Send a general inquiry about the products of the prospective client.

For example, to approach a prospective client as a buyer, you could say:

 1.  “We are interested in purchasing your complete inventory of products.”
 2. “We would like to buy 2,450 units of your 2016 Rolls-Royce Phantom
 from your company.”
 3.  “We need to purchase $75 million worth of your fabricated steel products.
 Could I speak with the owner for a moment to discuss the TERMS of this purchase?”

Alternatively, you could request to buy a specific amount of products by sending a   
purchase request indicating types, quantities, and prices for the prospect’s products.

 STEP 2. PROSPECT RESPONDS: Your request to buy the prospective client’s products is   
 virtually guaranteed to be passed on to the staff in charge of sales or business
 development and responded to accordingly. 

You should be able to get at least 20% response rate to your messages, if your mes  
sage is sent to the right target audience. This means that at least, one in every five   
prospective client sent your purchase request, is guaranteed to respond to you    
message.

 STEP 3: YOUR FOLLOW-UP RESPONSE: Your follow-up response to the prospects that   
 responds to your product inquiry or purchase request is to explain the initial steps   
 they need to take for you to buy the amount of products stated in your earlier
 message to them.

  The steps the prospect is required to take to get you to purchase their products are:

 1.  Register a free account at www.salestream.org
 2.  List your products for sales according to the purchase request sent.
 3. Get paid in 24 hours.

STRATEGY #2
$3.8 Million Per Week Income Strategy: 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

This is one of the most successful strategies we have used in terms of the rate of response 
from prospects. 

The first time we used this strategy, responses started pouring in, in less than one hour of 
sending out our email. 

The response we got was overwhelming as I was getting email alerts like every five 
minutes that I had to turn off the notification audio alert on my system. 
The sales of licenses went through the roof literally. I was blown away by the massive 
responses to our email offer using this strategy, and most importantly the five days 
record-breaking sales.

Within 24 hours of sending out our emails to promote this opportunity we received appli-
cations for licenses worth about $9 million. Not all the applicant eventually made pay-
ments. 

We received bank wire transfer payments of $3.8 million from new licensees from using 
this strategy alone, within five days of launching this strategy. This why I called it the “$3.8 
Million Per Week Income Strategy”
.

WHAT IS THIS “STRATEGY” ALL ABOUT?

This strategy is about offering to buy up all the products of any business owner or to help 
them achieve one year sales goals within 24 hours. 

HOW THIS STRATEGY WORKS

The strategy has two aspects to it. 

The first aspect is to send out an introductory letter or ad to business owners.
 
A certain percentage of the prospects sent the message, would all respond to indicate 
interest in your offer. 

After all, which business owner would not respond to an offer that promises to help them 
sell off all their products in 24 hours?

The second aspect is to send a follow up letter to everyone who responds to your intro-
ductory offer message. 
When the prospects respond to indicate interest in your offer to buy up all their products, 
you’d send them a detailed follow up report that explains how the “EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE” works.

In the follow up report you’d send them, they would be given the option of investing in 
the Excess Capacity Exchange license to be able to establish the platform required to 
make the “EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE” work for their businesses. Some would accept 
the offer, while others would not.

 Those who accept the offer to invest in the Excess Capacity Exchange would then 
become your clients or licensees.

To help you appreciate this offer and why business owners would respond to it, here is a 
copy of the introduction letter that you could send out to business owners below:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER MESSAGE

We Would Like to Buy All Your Products
and Pay You in Advance  In 24 Hours.

 [Excess Capacity Exchange] is interested in purchasing your complete
 inventory and we are making you the following offer.

 We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours
 of your acceptance of the offer.  

 Please note, you do not have to deliver all your products to us before
 you get paid by us. 

 Only after you receive the full payment for your inventory will you need
 to deliver to us the purchased products.  

 If you are interested in the opportunity to sell your complete inventory

 of products and receive full payment in advance within 24 hours, kindly
 contact us today for more information so that we can get started.

When you receive replies from prospective clients indicating interest in your offer, then, 
you’d then send them the follow up report below:

Follow Up Report 

To send via email to business owners who responds to your introductory ad/message
HOW YOU CAN SELL OFF ALL YOUR PRODUCTS IN 24 HOURS THROUGH THE 

“EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE”

Thanks for your response to our message and interest in our service.  

World Trade Exchange is interested in purchasing your complete inventory and we are 
making you the following offer.

We will pay you for the total cost of your inventory--100%--within 24 hours of your accep-
tance of the offer on our platform.  

Imagine a platform where you can list all your products, properties/assets and services 
that you have or the products you have the capacity to produce in one year, and get 
paid for everything 100% in advance in 24 hours, before you are obligated to deliver the 
products already purchased and paid for. 

It is like getting a purchase order (PO) for everything you have in store or have the 
capacity to produce in one year, and getting fully paid in advance for it in 24 hours. 

Therefore, you do not have to waste money, time and effort in marketing your products 
anymore on any other media platform. You do not have to struggle to get clients or to 
generate revenue for your businesses any more.

We simply help you achieve your sales goals in 24 hours by buying up ALL your products 
and paying you in trade dollars in advance, within 24 hours of purchase.

This is what the EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE is all about.

Whether your product inventory is worth $100,000, $10 million, $1 billion or more. It does 
not matter. We can buy every product that you sell and pay you in advance in 24 hours.

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

STEP 1.  List your products as a member on our Excess Capacity Exchange.

STEP 2.  We would pay you the total amount for your products in trade dollars after elec  
 tronic purchase agreement has been signed.

You can then use these trade dollars payment to buy other products/services already 
budgeted for, via our platform or simply convert them to cash in the bank.

STEP 3.  We would receive all the products purchased from you, in the form of    
 scrip/vouchers, and then resell these scrip/vouchers back to other trading part  
 ners of our network within 24 hours. 

The members, who would purchase these scrip/vouchers from us, would be the ones to 
meet you to take delivery of the products, according to the product delivery schedule 
agreed upon.
For this service, we receive 5% of the transaction value in cash, for the products we 
purchase, and get 5% of the value of our scrip/voucher sales, as our transaction fees
or commission. 

For more information go to www.worldtradeexchange.org

STRATEGY #3

The Fastest Way to Get Your First Client within Six Hours of Starting Your 
Business Through Friends

In the next few minutes you’re going to discover how to get your first licensing client 
within six hours of starting this licensing business. Your first client could be worth as much as 
$50,000, $500,000, $5 million or even $50 million to you.

If you’re as motivated as I expect you to be, then, my goal for you is to start making 
money from this business in the next 24 hours or less. Preferably, starting from the next six 
hours.

Getting your first client within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business will not only 
help you to instantly make more than 10 times return on your investment, but will also give 
you the additional resources and motivation required to keep investing in the marketing 
of your business to keep making fortunes from this business. 

I’ve talked to many new business owners and licensees over the years and almost every 
person I’ve talked to has told me that their biggest fear is not knowing how to get their 
first paying client.

Nothing happens until you make a sale.

But the reality is, to be successful you do have to market your business opportunity, 
products and services.

This is even more true when you are first starting out because when you’re in start up
mode you need to get clients and generate revenue quickly to survive.

You don’t have to time to use long-term tactics such as internet marketing, networking, 
public speaking, or writing to get publicity. Although each of these tactics are very 
important and will bring you success in the long run, they usually don’t produce clients 

immediately….like this week or within 24 hours.

So what’s a licensing business person to do when they need clients this week?

The first thing to understand is that the only people who are going to buy your services 
are those that know you, like you, and trust you. 

You’ll find eventually that it’s those people who know you, like you, and trust you that will 
bring you 95% of your business.

Very few people buy from those that know you, but don’t like or trust you. Usually, the
more you get to know about someone, the more you start liking them. 

You remember the old saying, “to know me is to love me.” When you like someone you 
come to trust them.
Once you trust them, they’ll want to buy from you. But you don’t have time to establish 
new relationships of trust! You need to get clients NOW.

The only logical thing to do then is to rely on the relationships of trust you already have 
within your own personal network of people who know you.

Those relationships are the key to getting clients fast and it’s the foundation for all the
tactics I’m going to talk to you about today in this section.

Why do you think about the MLM, or more professionally referred to as, the network 
marketing industry is so successful? 

Their whole marketing system is based on relationships.

It’s the relationship with people you already know that will get you your first client.

Your relationships with other people are what I call, your “startup lifeline.”

If you were to do a survey of independent professionals, and you asked them where they 
got their first client, what you’ll probably find is that the majority found their first client 
either through a family member or someone they knew at their old job or perhaps 
through a member of their church congregation.

The world greatest car salesman, Joe Girard, said that everybody knows at least 250
people. 

When you initially hear that number, you might shake your head in disbelief, but
Joe was right.

You probably do know 250 people, if not more. A lot more and in a few moments, I’ll
prove it to you.

There’s another type of relationship that’s vitally important to you and can be just as
powerful, or even more powerful than your personal relationships with other people.

It’s the network of relationships that your friends and associates have with others. 

You see, your friends and associates also know 250 people or more.
Imagine if you were to find a way to leverage the relationships of everyone you know.
When you think about it, the numbers are staggering.

Let’s suppose you know 250 people, like Joe Girard says. And then let’s imagine that
your 250 friends know 250 friends, that’s 62,500 people. Wow, if that doesn’t get you
excited nothing will.
62,500 people! Now let’s imagine if you could leverage the relationships of 10%
of the people you know. That comes out to 6,250 people. That is a hefty number of
people.

Do you think that you could get a few clients from 6,250 people if you had a well thought 
our marketing program? I should hope so.
In reality all it takes is knowing one or two influential people to bring you your first 20 
clients. Imagine, having 6,250 people from which to draw upon.

By now you might be getting this mental picture in your head that you’re going to have 
to go door to door selling your services like an Amway rep. That’s not true. 

In fact, what I’m going to show you is a very simple, low pressure, natural process for 
leveraging your relationships and getting your first client through your network of friends 
and people you already know.

In fact, the strategy below will be a pleasant experience. The people you approach will 
welcome what you say and most will sincerely help you in the quest for your first client.

So, how do you leverage the relationships of the people you know to get your first client 
within six or twenty-four hours of starting your business?

USE THE ‘$10,000 REFERRAL’ STRATEGY

The idea behind this strategy is to ask your friends to come up with a list of names of 
people that they know, and to send a letter of endorsement of your business to all their 
friends. They will get $10,000 as a commission for each of their friends that invests in your 
business opportunity.

TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY, SEND THE EMAIL MESSAGE BELOW TO YOUR FRIENDS

Sample email message for the “Make $10,000 Referral Program”

“How Would You Like to Make $10,000.00 for Every Person You Know -- 
Without Lifting a Single Finger?”

 Dear [name of your friend],

 This is an email NOT like you have ever received or I have ever written.

 You are only one of a few of my friends that are receiving this email message.
 I am only offering this program to a select group of our friends.

 You see, we are testing an innovative marketing program for my new business   
 that pays cash to our friends for sending a simple email message to their friends. 

 Instead of wasting our money on expensive advertisements we decided that
 our money would be better spent by giving it to our friends (like you) to enlist their   
 help in getting the word out about our business at (your website address).

 “Here’s How The Program Works”

 You come up with a list of names of people you know and for every email
 mes sage you send them, we’ll give you $10,000 for each one that invests
 in our business platform. It’s that simple.

 The email message that you’ll send to your friends basically expresses your
 knowledge about me as a friend and a recommendation for your friends
 to invest in our business platform if they can afford it. 

 Nothing more than that. No heavy sales pitch. No multi-level marketing stuff.
 Just a simple letter telling people you know me and suggesting that the
 consider investing in our business platform.

“Now Here’s The Best Part…”

  …you don’t have to lift a finger. We’ll do all the work for you!
 You simply send us the names and email addresses of your friends and
 we’ll do the rest. We will send out the email message in your name
 as though it is coming from you, so that you don’t even have to do any
 work at all.
 
 When any of them invests in the business platform being offered on our
 website, you’ll receive $10,000. It’s probably the easiest money you’ve
 ever received.

 You might be worried about what’s in the email message I will send out
 on your behalf. You don’t have to be. You get to choose what goes
 in your email message. 

 I’ve enclosed five different email message templates that you can choose
 from, to send to your friends. You’ll see that each one is carefully worded
 to be inviting, warm, and caring.

 To help you come up with a list of names we’ve included a neat list below
 called, “The Memory Jogger.” 

 Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each type
 of person on the list. Before you know it, you’ll have a list of 200 – 300 people.

 “Suppose You Came Up With 300 Names…and 10 of them invested in our service?

 That will give you a $100,000 income. Even if you only get one of your friends to   
 invest in this opportunity, you’ll still make $10,000.

 You could use that money to buy Christmas presents for your friends and
 family members, buy some new clothes or take a vacation overseas.
 Or you could even spend a weekend vacation in Las Vegas. Wouldn’t
 that be a blast.

“So What Are You Waiting For…”

 You can start right now. Compile the names and email addresses of
 your friends and send it over to us. You’ll immediately receive your first
 check within five days after the investment of any of your friends have
 been confirmed.  No risk. No strings attached. Simple. Easy to do.

 Best regards,
 Godwin King

 PS:  To help you come up with a list of names I’ve added a list to help you
 refresh your memory of the people you may know. Ii call the list “The Memory   
 Jogger.” Simply list all the names and addresses of people you know for each   
 type of person on the list below. Before you know it you’ll have a list
 of 200 – 300 people.

THE MEMORY JOGGER

Relatives:
Parents
Grandparents
Sisters
Brothers
Uncles
Cousins

Who Is My:
Accountant
Dentist
Family Doctor
Minister
Financial Planner
Hairstylist
Drycleaner
Mechanic

Who Sold Me My:
House
Car/Tires
T.V./Stereo
Hunting License
Business Clothes

Computer
Air Conditioner
Roof
Pest Control
Nurse
Golf Pro
Student
Fashion Model
Security Guard
Sheriff
Secretary
Welder
Music Teacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Carpenter
Pilot/Stewardess
Bus Driver
Bank Teller
Motel Owner
Dietitian
Garage Mechanic
Editor
Lab Technician
Printer
Restaurant Owner
Office Manager
Surgeon
Librarian
Real Estate Agent
Interior Decorator
Lifeguard
Waitress
Notary Public
Antique Dealer
Contractor
Chiropractor
Electrician

I Know Someone Who:
Goes to Church
Lives Next Door
Teaches My Kids
Was my Best Man
Was My Maid of Honor
Was my Photographer
Is My Baby-sitter
Was in the Military

Goes Bowling
Is my Former Boss
Was My Teacher
Repaired My TV
Was in my Car Pool
Cuts My Grass

STRATEGY #4

A Proven Strategy to Attract a Flood of Clients to Invest in Your License Within 6 to 24 
Hours At Zero Cost to You

Imagine being so successful at generating referrals that you could BUY the company that 
you worked for.

Sound unrealistic? It's not. It's not only realistic, it happened. This saying is true.

The man I'm about to introduce you to was an insurance agent.

He created a simple system for generating referrals that was so successful that he eventu-
ally purchased the insurance company that he worked for!
The company was called Lone Star Life Insurance.

The Legend of that Amazing Walter Hailey

Walter didn't start out very successful.

In fact, one day Walter got so mad when a Pig Farmer said, "NO" to him that he began to 
interview millionaires to find a better way of getting clients.

Eventually, he discovered a method that he called the N.E.E.R. referral system.
        
N.E.E.R. stands for "Naturally Existing Economic Relationships."

It's a fancy term for "following the money."

Using Walter's NEER marketing system, his Lone Star Life Insurance company went on to 
sell over one billion dollars in life insurance in less than 8 years.

Walter eventually sold his insurance company for $78 million dollars!

So, what was the secret of the NEER marketing system?

Basically, the NEER marketing system consists of going to people that you pay money to 
and asking them for referrals and endorsement of your offer to their other clients and 
customers.

Think about it.

If you approached your insurance agent or bank account manager for referrals what do 
you think he would say? "No?"

Of course not.

You see, you pay money to your insurance agent or bank account manager to provide 
you with service and he has a feeling of obligation to help you out.

So, Walter started approaching all the people that he paid money to and asked them for 
introductions to their other clients.

BANG!

He started to receive referrals.

And not just your everyday referrals. These were very high quality referrals because they 
were made through personal introductions.

The rest is history.
Walter went on to become the most successful insurance agent in the world (and the 
richest!).

How can YOU use the NEER marketing system to get more referrals with less effort?
If it worked for Walter Hailey, it will work for you.

In fact, here's a very unusual and cool way to use the NEER system to get more referrals.
Why not copy the endorsed offer emails and send it to all the people who you pay 
money to, for them to send it out to their clients, endorsing your business opportunity?

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or individual that has a large 
customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer your licensing opportuni-
ty with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of your licensing opportunity along with this endorsement to 
customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your opportu-
nity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base without having to 
develop new products or services of their own.

4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen-
sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you can 
ramp these offers up very quickly.

The Absolute Fastest Way and Place to Get A Client Within 6 Hours Of Start-
ing Your Business

The absolute fastest way and place to get a client within 6 hours of starting your business 
is to use the NEER principle explained above to get clients.  List every business you 

encounter during your personal and business activities and get started with this strategy.

STRATEGY #5 

A Proven Way to Get Your Prospects to Practically Crawl Across Broken 
Glass And Beg You To Invest In Your Licensing Opportunity, Without You 
Talking To Or Meeting Face To Face With Anybody, Without Lifting Your 

Finger, And Without Even Leaving Your House Or Office

The idea you can use to get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and 
beg you to invest in your licensing opportunity is quite simple. 

“Establish a licensee’s network and offer them your business opportunity free of charge to 
help resell same to the public.”

Whatever the current license fee of your business opportunity, I am simply and literally 
asking you to offer it free of charge to your new licensees that will help you to resell these 
to other Manufacturers.

You may be saying right now, ‘Godwin King must be out of his mind and has really lost it 
this time, for asking me to offer my licensing opportunity free of charge’. 

Just follow my plan with an open minded. Let’s first, agree on a few ideas.

1. Do you agree that more people will invest in your business opportunity if you offer   
 it free of charge, than if you offer it at the current licensing fees?

2. Do you agree that it’s easier to get a lot more people to become your licensees to  
 resell your opportunity if you promised them a 100% commission than if you offer   
 them, say 10%, 20% or even 40% commission?

How many persons do you think would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity if it 
is offered for free? 

If 1,000 persons are informed about your free offer, do you think up to 1% (10) of them 
would be willing to invest in your licensing opportunity when the opportunity is free? 

I mean, do you think up to 1 out of 100 persons would invest in your licensing opportunity 
if it is offered to them free of charge and they are the actual target audience for your 
business opportunity?

If your answer is no, then, I would advise you to stop reading at this point and study the 
information on your business opportunity website and other parts of the materials in this 
package before you come back to this section.

If you answered yes to the above question, you can proceed to the next step.

At this point, we need to look at certain issues that you need, to implement the above 
concept profitably.
The issues to be examined include; 

1. How to recruit licensees for your business opportunity; 

2. How to offer your business opportunity to the public free of charge; 

3. How to make more money by offering your business opportunity free of charge   
 instead of selling it as it is currently being sold. 

HOW TO RECRUIT LICENSEES 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Everyone dreams of owning a super moneymaking business where other people do all 
the work, and their only duties involve the approval of sales and bank deposit slips. 

It's one of the best way to go as a business owner who understands LEVERAGE.

The problem is, however, not too many people seem to know how to “put together" such 
a business model. 

One of the fastest ways to elicit the patronage of tens to hundreds of Manufacturers for 
your licensing business is to establish a LICENSEES’ network.

What you're really talking about is an operation where you recruit other licensees to help 
you recruit licensees for your business. 

In other words, you’d be recruiting licensing executives, whose role is to help you recruit 
Manufacturers to invest in your business. 

Have you noticed that this is exactly the business model we use?

Let me break it down for you. You’re reading this manual because, you just invested in 
one of our business license to license one or more of our business opportunities. Your role is 
to attract Manufacturers to your website who will invest in the licenses of the business 
opportunities or solutions being offered on your website. 

There are thousands of our licensees like you in different countries worldwide. They all 
benefit from this licensing business opportunity and the financial independence it offers, 
while we benefit from having a network of licensees who are all helping us to recruit more 
Manufacturers to invest in our business platform. We continue to recruit more licensees 

directly via email marketing, offline and online advertising every day.

What if you were to assume our position? What if you could offer business licenses to 
Manufacturers whose role it will be to help you recruit Manufacturers to invest in your 
business? 

Can you imagine how much money you could be making if you have 10, 100, 200, 500, 
900 or more licensees in your network, all helping you to recruit Manufacturers to invest in 
your business?

You don’t need to dream about it and just imagine it. You can make it a reality. 

Another Strategy for Recruiting Licensees For Your Business Opportunity Is 
To Use Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business Credit

The fastest, easiest, and the powerful way to recruit licensees for your business opportuni-
ty is to offer them 100% commission in trade dollars and 20% commission in cash bonus, 
on your business opportunity sales.

The bottom line is simply that you can only reach so many people, and sell so many 
opportunities yourself.

With 10, 100 or 1,000 people helping you-mailing out advertising materials and running 
small ads in several publications or online media platform-your costs of running your 
business will be minimal while your opportunity sales skyrocket.

HOW DO YOU OFFER YOUR LICENSING
OPPORTUNITY FREE OF CHARGE?

Advertise the sales of your licensing opportunity free of charge using the ad below. 

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY TO ATTRACT LICENSEES

The next thing is to run as many small LICENSEES WANTED ads in as many publications or 
media platforms as possible. 

Such ads can be either a classified or a small, but eye-catching one inch display ad

OWN A $750K/MONTH BUSINESS STARTING WITH $0!
      You can own a business opportunity business that generates $750,000

per month income, starting with $0 cost.

This business opportunity sells like wild fire! Everybody wants to become our licensee!

You’d work for only four hours per month, because,
100% of the work involved in running the business and making money

would be donefor you by our team of business experts.

You’ll make T$128,000 profit on every $128,000 sale!
Additionally, you’d also get $25,600 cash bonus for every sale.

That means, you’ll get 120% commission. 
This offer is strictly limited to one person per city,

and it would expire in the next 24 hours.

For more information, on how you can get started, send your full name and address to 
support@tradeexchangebusiness.com

Basically, that's all your "licensees wanted" ad needs to say, and then with plenty of 
exposure in all different publications and online media over a period of six or eight days, 
you should have hundreds to thousands of people all over the country requesting more 
information about the business opportunity. 

Give it a try and see for yourself just how easy and profitable it can be for you!

STRATEGY #6

Own and Operate One of The Most Successful Excess Capacity Exchange 
Businesses Without Lifting Your Finger To Do Anything, And Without Even 

Leaving Your House Or Office

You can get your prospects to practically crawl across broken glass and beg you to 
invest in your licensing opportunity without talking to or meeting face to face with any-
body, without lifting your finger, and without even leaving your house or office …by 
having everything done for you……while you simply wait and collect the lion share of the 
business profit, via our full instant implementation service.

This service comes under the START UP, GLOBAL BUSINESS, OR GLOBAL INVESTOR license.

The START UP or the GLOBAL BUSINESS licenses gives you an opportunity to invest your 
money ONLY and NOT your time, in a Excess Capacity Exchange business. 

You would get a multimillion dollar Excess Capacity Exchange business fully set up, 
operated and professionally managed on your behalf. 

You don't have to work in it at all because, every part of your business operation includ-
ing marketing and sales, would be outsourced for you.

 In other words, we would appoint a managing director and a team of professional 
Excess Capacity Exchange business managers to oversee running and managing your 
business for you, to help you achieve the revenue and profit goals of the business.

They would be responsible for both running the day-to-day operations of the business on 
your behalf, marketing and giving you daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
progress report on your business sales revenue and profit growth, and the overall business 

performance. 

For more information about the START UP or GLOBAL BUSINESS license go to 
http://worldtradeexchangebusiness.com/ .

STRATEGY #7

Use classified ads to launch your business worldwide to start making
as much as $750,000 per month!

Let's all make some money!

There is a "remote control" mass marketing technique that could help you to easily gener-
ate as much as $750,000 per month.  

A question: In all of advertising land, what is the best advertising buying you can make, 
pound-for-pound, penny-for-penny, dollar-for-dollar? 

Answer: Why, it's none other than those little CLASSIFIED ADS!

Yes indeed, it's true. And, before you scoff at the use of this medium, consider this. . .

I PERSONALLY KNOW AT LEAST THREE DIFFERENT LICENSEES OF WORLD EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE WHO GROSS SEVERAL MILLION PER YEAR USING NOTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS!

Hah! That got your ol' greed glands working, didn't it? 

Well, hang in there, cause you ain't heard nothing yet! 

Think about it. Why do millions of persons post ads on classified ad websites like BACK-
PAGE, CRAIGSLIST, EBAYCLASSIFIEDS, ETC every day?

It’s because the ads work.

We have attracted a lot of Manufacturers through ads on classified ad websites. I post 
ads on backpage.com, craigslist.org, bizbuysell.com, bizquest.com, businessesfor-
sale.com, and several other classified ads websites online as well as in offline newspaper 
classified ad section in Singapore.

The key to posting ads on classified ads website is to do MASS POSTING.

In other words, you cannot just post one ad on craigslist or backpage and expect to get 
a good response. You’ve got to post ads in over 600 cities in every country on BACKPAGE, 
CRAIGSLIST etc.

Posting ads on these classified websites is free. 

However, you can choose to post your ads as sponsored ads on a website like BACK-
PAGE for example.

Or you could hire someone else to help you do the posting in all the cities on back-
page.com , if you don’t want to do the boring manual labor of posting the ads yourself.
The good news for you is that you do not have to do the ad posting yourself. You can hire 
someone to do the ad posting for you on websites like BACKPAGE, CRAIGSLIST etc.
For as little as $350, you can have your ads posted in every city in every country world-
wide, on backpage.com. There are places where you can probably get ad posting 
done for even less. 

The problem is that they do not take any kind of measure to prevent ghosting of your ads. 

They will provide proofs that your ads have been posted. But if you go to the links of those 
ads, they’ve all been ghosted, so that no one will be able to see them.

So, do not go for a cheaper ad posting option. Contact our staff for assistance on getting 
your ads posted if you decide to explore this option.

If you need help posting your ads in every city and country worldwide on backpage, 
contact your dedicated business manager at World Excess Capacity Exchange for more 
information on how to get your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

Imagine having the ads for your business posted in every city and country worldwide 
starting in the next 24 hours?

How much exposure will that give to your business? Most importantly, how much Manu-
facturers could you attract to invest in your business?

You do not have to imagine this anymore. You can get the process started immediately 
by contacting your dedicated business manager for more information on how to get 
your ad posting on backpage.com started immediately.

This is how you can

Use Classified Ads to Launch Your Business Worldwide to Start Making As 
Much As $750,000 Per Month!

STRATEGY #8

GO WHERE MANUFACTURERS ARE 
TO ATTRACT MANUFACTURERS

If you want to catch a fish where do you go to? You’ll go to the river or sea where you 
can catch fishes. 

If you want to attract Manufacturers, where do you got to?

You must go to the very place where they are gathered and have indicated their interest 
by registering as Manufacturers.

There are so many places online where you can quickly and easily find Manufacturers.

STRATEGY #9

Get Free Newspaper Advertising for Your Excess Capacity Exchange 
Business Opportunity

One of the most powerful ways to reach and attract the largest number potential Manu-
facturers to invest as licensees in your Excess Capacity Exchange business is via advertis-
ing in national newspapers in your city, state or country. We have used this strategy very 
successfully in our business.

It cost a fortune these days to place a full-page advert in most newspapers. 
However, there is a simple strategy you can use to get any media organization in any 
country to advertise your Excess Capacity Exchange business EVERY DAY at absolutely no 
cost to you.

THE STRATEGY IS TO 

Get the Media Organization to Advertise Your Excess Capacity Exchange Business 

AS IF IT’S PART OF THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

Imagine having a media company publishing full page adverts for your business opportu-
nity as if it’s their own business, every single day in their newspaper.

How many clients do you think you could attract with such massive
advertising campaign?

How much do you think you could be making from the business?

Even if you are only getting one licensee investor per day from each ad published,
that would be about thirty licensees per month. 

How much do you think you could be earning from this amount of sales?

Do you think a media organization would ask you to pay for advertising the services of 
one of their own businesses?

Nope.

But, they will only advertise your business as if it’s part of their own business, IF IT’S PART OF 
THEIR OWN BUSINESS.

That is why you must make your business a part of your target media organization’s 
business, so that they can start advertising your business opportunity for free.

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

To make your business a part of any media organization’s business, you should enter into 
a joint venture marketing deal with them, where they will be entitled to a certain percent-
age share of the revenue of your business. 

In exchange for their percentage share of the revenue from your business, they will be 
required to advertise your business FREE of charge, EVERY DAY.

You will provide them with the advert materials to use for their advertising, every day. Their 
only role would be to simply publish the adverts you send to them.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

ENDORSEMENT OF A TRUSTED MEDIA ORGANIZATION

1. The print newspaper reaches tens to hundreds of thousands of potential Manu  
 facturers at the same time

2. There is an implicit trust in the companies that advertise in a newspaper as being   
 credible, because, the readers of a newspaper obviously trust that media
 organization. 

3. The strong endorsement of your business opportunity by a media company that   
 has a large subscriber base and a high-level of trust with those customers is an   
 unbeatable combination, which will always result in substantial sales.

4. Alliances like this are very attractive to the media companies who endorse your   
 business opportunity, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer   
 base and increasing their revenue, without having to develop new products of   
 their own.

5. The other powerful advantage of this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. It doesn’t cost them a single dime.

WHY WILL ANY MEDIA ORGANIZATION
 ACCEPT YOUR JOINT VENTURE DEAL?

1. Advertising revenue is fast declining for most media organizations as a lot of   
 businesses now advertise online. So, they are always on the lookout for joint   
 venture deals that complements their business model and would help them   
 increase their revenue and profit

2. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is exactly the type of deals they are   
 always interested in as it complements what they are already doing
3. Your Excess Capacity Exchange business is perfect for media organizations,   
 because, they already understand the concept of Excess Capacity Exchange   
 business in practical terms. The reason they understand the business concept of   
 Excess Capacity Exchange even better than you do, is because every media   
 organization is actively involved in one to one Excess Capacity Exchange with   
 businesses everyday

4. It does not cost them anything to publish your adverts everyday

5. They stand to make over 100 times more profit from your deal every month, than if  
 they charged you for adverts

6. They would not make a single dime from you, if they choose to charge you   
 because, you probably would not even place a single advert with them, if they   
 decline your deal, as you may not have the money to pay their ad rate.

7. The adverts, follow up report, proposals and collateral JV KIT materials you’d send  
 to them will convince them beyond any reasonable doubt that your deal is going  
 to be profitable and lucrative for them

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends to a large extent 
on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.     Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.

2.    A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of   
 the joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able 
to   resist or refuse.

3.       Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

4.       Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal would 
attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5.       Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint    
 venture partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business   
 opportunity to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture part  
 ners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.
7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8.       Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners.
 To appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage   
 them to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's   
 benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

HOW DO YOU GET THE ABOVE TOOLS TO USE
TO IMPLEMENT THIS JV STRATEGY?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.

STRATEGY #10

How You Can Recruit 10,000 Or More Members For A Excess Capacity 
Exchange And Gain Instant Credibility Through Endorsement Marketing

In this short report, I am going to give you an outline of the strategy you can use to recruit 
at least 10,000 new members for a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS and all it 
entails--plus why the probability of the payoff I'm projecting is quite realistic and conser-
vative.

CHALLENGES OF GETTING NEW CLIENTS 
IN A NEW MARKET

When you're a new company in any market or country, your biggest challenge is getting 
clients, because, people do not trust you enough to want to do business with you. 

This mistrust is heightened in the case of a Excess Capacity Exchange company, 
because, your service benefits are unconventional and sound seemingly outrageous to 
what most people are used to. 

THE SOLUTION TO THE ABOVE CHALLENGE

Do not market directly to prospective clients in a new market, because, they do not 
know, like or trust you yet, and they probably already have other means of meeting 
whatever need you’d like to help them meet, somehow.  

To market to them directly might attract average responses at best, but would not be as 
effective as getting them to know about your service through the strong endorsement of 
people, businesses and organizations they already know and trust. 

The most effective strategy to use to attract clients in a new market in which you have no 
tract record, and no credibility with the market whatsoever, is ENDORSEMENT MARKETING 
STRATEGY.

What Does This Strategy Involve?

This strategy involves using local celebrities, businesses, industry-specific organizations, 
influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media organizations (newspa-
pers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising services, etc.) in your local 
market to endorse and promote your service to their clients/members list.

Therefore, if you can get renown and trusted celebrities, businesses, organizations, and 
influential associations to endorse and directly promote your services to all their clients, 
you’d gain the patronage of more clients than you can handle, as well as the trust, 
credibility, reputation and goodwill already associated with your endorsers. 

Your business will attract a lot of new clients, as well as having instant credibility and 
goodwill in the new market by the endorsement of and association with these companies 
and organizations that already have a high level of trust and credibility with the type of 
customers you want to attract as members.

How quickly do you think we would be able to recruit 10,000 or more members
into your exchange if about 100 local celebrities, large businesses, industry-specific orga-

nizations, influential associations, charitable organizations and all the media
organizations (newspapers, magazines, radio stations, TV stations, online advertising 

services, etc.) in your local market are all endorsing and promoting your
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership to their clients/members

list at the same time?

How much credibility and goodwill will this level of endorsement give your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY
 IN YOUR BUSINESS?

STEP 1:
The first step is for us to run mass media advertising campaigns to attract these target 
prospects as founding members and our strategic joint venture partners. 
This is to recruit influential businesses, media organizations, business associations, specific 
industry groups, media organizations and nonprofit organizations as founding members 
and joint venture partners. These founding members would be the ones to endorse and 
promote your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS directly to their existing clients.
STEP 2:
The second step is to create a formal alliance with these founding members as our 
strategic joint venture partners to endorse and offer free membership registration to all 
their business customers to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS. We would 
provide them with the sample letters, ads, emails, reports, etc. to use in endorsing your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS services.

STEP 3:
To be able to tract the number of members that joins your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS through the endorsement marketing of each of these founding members and 
joint venture partners, we have to create mini Excess Capacity Exchanges within your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE PLATFORM.  That is why your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE 
PLATFORM should have multiple Excess Capacity Exchange capability.

For example, if you’re BANK OF AMERICA and you’ve been recruited as your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS JV partner and founding member of your EXCESS 
CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, we would create a Excess Capacity Exchange within 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS platform called BANK OF AMERICA’S 
EXCHANGE (BOAE). 

There would be a membership registration link that is unique to BOAE, that Bank Of 
America would direct their clients to, to register free for your EXCESS CAPACITY 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS membership. So, every customer of BOA that registers through the 
BOAE link is automatically registered under the BOA Exchange. This way, we would be 
able to track the members that registers through the BOAE as well as the transactions 
and payments of those members.

If we have 100 founding members and joint venture partners,
we would do the same for all of them.

Why Would Established Businesses and Organizations Accept to Become 
Your JV Partners And Endorse Your Excess Capacity Exchange?

BENEFITS OF THE ALLIANCE TO YOUR JV PARTNERS

1. NEW PROFIT CENTER WITH ZERO INVESTMENT: 
 In return for all the new members joining a EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  
 through their endorsement, we will compensate your joint venture partners with a   
 share of the revenue to be generated through the trading activities of all the   

 members under their own mini exchange within your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS (excluding monthly admin fees). 

 This is like helping them to set up their own Excess Capacity Exchange businesses   
 as a new profit centre, where they would be getting paid a monthly income from  
 the business forever, with absolutely no investment, no expense, no risk and almost  
 no effort required on their part, beside the initial endorsement of the exchange to  
 their customer list.

2. OPPORTUNITY TO MONETIZE THEIR EXISTING CUSTOMER BASE AT ZERO COST:
 Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse A EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

3. INCREASED CUSTOMER LOYALTY BY VALUE-ADDED VIA A EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS SERVICES: Alliances like this are also attractive to the endors  
 ers because, their customers would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a   
 free membership registration offer, to a Excess Capacity Exchange that is    
 designed to add value to and benefit their businesses. This should increase their   
 loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make these customers want to do even   
 more business with them (the endorsers).

HOW DOES THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATE TO 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE?

1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have at least   
 1,000 clients (BUSINESS CLIENTS ONLY) in their client list, as your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS joint venture partners.

2. We establish an alliance with at least 100 of these types of companies.

3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them sample   
 endorsement letters and your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS  adverts to   
 use in endorsing, recommending and promoting your EXCESS CAPACITY    
 EXCHANGE BUSINESS free membership registration to their client list.

If an average of 10% of their clients responds to their promotion to register free in your 
EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE that would automatically translate to 10,000 members for 
your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

100 companies x 1,000 clients list x 10% conversion to free members = 10,000 members 
for your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE. 

The number of members attracted through this strategy could be more than the project-
ed figure above, depending on the average number of customers in our endorsers 
customer database, and the percentage of their customers that responds to their 
endorsement and promotion to join your EXCESS CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS free. But 
I  am sure you get the picture.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK? 

It is the Endorsement ff Trusted 
Businesses and Associations

1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has a large  
 customer list and a high-level of trust with those customers, offer free registration   
 to enjoy your service benefits with their strong endorsement to their customers.

2. It’s the combination of the extraordinary benefits of your EXCESS CAPACITY   
 EXCHANGE services, free membership registration, along with this endorsement of  
 influential businesses, to customers who strongly trust your endorsers, that results in   
 a substantial membership registration

3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your EXCESS   
 CAPACITY EXCHANGE BUSINESS, as it gives them another way to monetize their   
 customer base without having to develop new products or services of their own.

4. Alliances like this are also attractive to the endorsers because their customers   
 would greatly appreciate the gift of sending them a free registration offer to a   
 Excess Capacity Exchange that is designed to benefit their own businesses. This   
 should increase their loyalty to the endorsers’ companies and make their custom  
 ers want to do even more business with them.

5. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and inexpen  
 sive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact them, so you   
 can ramp these offers up very quickly.

In my experience, a Excess Capacity Exchange business and your partner’s endorsement 
to folks who trust them is an unbeatable combination. 

Most companies find that 10% or more of their partner’s customers will take them up on 
this type of offer. And I’ve seen the results shoot up as high as 70%. So, you’re gaining 
instant credibility because of the endorsement of these businesses and substantially 
growing your customer base at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO IMPLEMENT THIS STRATEGY?

The success or failure of the implementation of this JV strategy depends, to a large 
extent, on the effectiveness of the tools you use. 

The typical tools to use in this type of joint venture marketing deal are:

1.  Direct response APPROACH SALES LETTER to attract targeted media companies to  
 quickly sign up as your joint venture marketing partners.
2. A comprehensive and provocatively compelling direct response PROPOSAL of the  
 joint venture marketing opportunity that no media company would be able to   
 resist or refuse.
3. Joint venture marketing AGREEMENT

Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;
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GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!

4. Sample ADVERTISING MATERIALS, that would literally make people line up and   
 beg  you to take their money to invest in your business opportunity.

 This is one of the materials that should convince the media partners that your deal  
 would definitely attract clients if they publish your adverts.

5. Sample direct response ENDORSEMENT LETTERS AND ADVERTS for your joint venture  
 partners to use in promoting your Excess Capacity Exchange business opportunity  
 to their client list.
6. TRACKING MECHANISM to track the sales orders from different joint venture   
 partners to ensure that joint venture partners are accurately compensated.

7. SAMPLE monthly ACCOUNTING STATEMENT or report to be given to JV partners to   
 reflect sales orders received from their efforts and the corresponding compensa  
 tion paid out to them
8. Sample APPRECIATION LETTER to be sent out to strategic media partners. To   
 appreciate them for the result of the first marketing effort and to encourage them  
 to put in more effort to increase future sales and profits for every one's benefits.

To effectively implement this media joint venture marketing strategy, you need to devel-
op the above listed tools and have them handy before taking the first step to attract joint 
venture partners.

How Do You Get the Above Tools
to Implement This Strategy?

You can create them by yourself, or hire a breakthrough copywriter
to create them for you.

How do you intend to proceed with your business?

Contact your business manager on how you can get the JV KIT required
to implement this strategy.
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Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.
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You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.
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It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly
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 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”
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The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;
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Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.
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  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.

Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!



Joint Ventures & Host Beneficiary Alliances

What it is and how to set one up

They go by many names - joint ventures, fusion marketing, strategic alliances, cross 
promoting, host beneficiary - but they all involve some form of the same thing - one 
company getting together with another, or several others, to help each other find more 
customers, make more sales and make more money. Everybody benefits. 

The idea is to do joint venture with influencers. Instead of trying to reach each potential 
member ourselves, we look for influencers. An influencer is someone who has credibility 
and authority to convey a message to a large group of people.

What if you could almost instantly find the names and addresses of, say 10,000 or even 
100,000 all-new prospects that are guaranteed to have strong interest in joining your 
trade exchange and trading on your trade exchange platform, and then send each one 
of them your best sales letter - and none of this would cost you a penny? 

Well, it’s not only possible, but it’s something many have done dozens of times, and the 
payoff can be simply phenomenal!

You accomplish it with what is called a “host-beneficiary relationship,” and nothing could 
be easier. Here is how to get it done:

Contact another organization or business in a complementary market – one that deals 
with similar customers and does not compete with yours and ask them to let you mail 
your sales materials to their customer list. 

You can either include your materials - endorsed by the host - onto something the host 
company is already mailing anyway, or have your materials be the primary mail piece. 

Why should the host company agree to do this for you? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the mailing or/and $100 
trade dollars for every member they refer to join your trade exchange via your proposed 
joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the mailing done for free, but 
you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects with a strong chance of wanting 
to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients for life. The host company makes 
a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and you make a lot of sales, 
make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you can sell to again and again 
in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because such host beneficiary relationships are so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a potential host. If your prospective host needs 
more convincing, offer them a sweeter deal -- say 60% to them and 40% for yourself. You 
still make a profit. Even if you have to give them 100% of the profits the first time, and the 
next mailing is 50-50, it’s still a tremendous deal, especially if you do several more mailings.

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the hosts, all future business - including monthly admin fees and 
transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

The basic content of a host-beneficiary relationship is strong enough on its own, but with 
some thought and planning, you can make it even more powerful by working in added 
incentives, such as including $100 trade dollars per member signed up, discount cou-
pons, offers for free items, and more. Also, remember this: finding new clients on your own 
is an expensive proposition. You must advertise, buy mailing lists, pay for mailings and 
more, and even then you may get cool response.

When you tap into another company's captured customer list, you instantly gain the 
benefit of the thousands, perhaps even hundreds of thousands of dollars they have spent 
over the years to build up that list. The stronger and closer the relationship that the host 
company has with its customers, the higher the response and success rate the host will 
get. All you pay is the share of your profits that go to your host while making a profit 
yourself.

I urge you to try this idea right now to get your trade exchange business launched. A host 
beneficiary relationship is one of the best ways I know to get a lot of new business - and 
cash flow - fast!

Here’s yet another example of a kind of host alliance - a simple concept with powerful 
results. An endorsed mailing is just this: You make a request or agreement from another 
respected, established business to write a letter that recommends you to their customers.
There are many reasons this kind of direct marketing sales letter works so well. First, it 
doesn’t seem like a sales letter, but that’s exactly what it is! 

The best direct marketing sales letters are those that don’t look or feel like junk mail, or a 
blatant attempt to sell something. 

The endorsement letter is like getting a letter from a friend telling you about another 
friend you should get to know, and whom you can trust. 
Second, it taps into a ready-made source of customer leads already squeezed out of the 
market by an established business. 

Third, it doesn’t have to cost you very much money. You can simply agree to return the 
favour to your host, or, you can agree to give a commission to your host for all sales that 
result. The latter costs you a bit more, but it’s still a terrific deal.

HOW THIS STRATEGY TRANSLATES TO 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS IN 60 DAYS?

 1. We only establish this type of strategic alliance with companies that have   
  at least 10,000 clients in their client list, as your joint venture marketing   
  partners.

 2. We establish alliance with at least 20 of these types of companies.

 3. In accordance with the joint venture agreement signed, we offer them   
  sample endorsement letters and your business adverts to use in endorsing,  
  recommending and promoting an offer of your product to their client list.

If an average of 5% of their clients respond to their promotion that would translate to 
10,000 members for you. 

20 companies x 10,000 clients list x 25% response = 10,000 members.

WHAT MAKES THIS STRATEGY WORK?
ENDORSEMENT OF TRUSTED BUSINESS

 1. This strategy focuses on having another company or organization that has  
  a large customers/members list and a high level of trust with those custom  
  ers, offer your service with their strong endorsement to their customers.

 2. It’s the combination of your service along with this endorsement to   
  customers who strongly trust your endorser that results in substantial sales.

 3. Alliances like this are very attractive to the companies who endorse your   
  products, as it gives them another way to monetize their customer base   
  without having to develop new products of their own.

 4. The other powerful advantage to this strategy is that it’s fast, easy, and   
  inexpensive to reach their customers. They already know where to contact  
  them, so you can ramp these offers up very quickly.

The point is that joint ventures are not only easy, but an exciting and effective method to 
boost your business into new markets and profit levels.

JOINT VENTURE WITH NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR WORKING THROUGH 
CHARITIES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

There is always a push for charities to raise money. There is also always a 
big push for companies to donate funds to charity;

GET REFERRALS THROUGH using CHARITIES

 Step 1 Approach businesses that are already donating to charities and propose to  
 them that for each client they refer to your exchange, you will donate 20% of   
 revenue generated to their favourite charities in the name of the business. Alter  
 natively, you could offer to donate $10,000 to the charities for every 100 members  
 that get referred to sign up for your trade exchange.
 The business meets its financial goal to the charity. Second, it gets more people   
 involved in the campaign to raise funds for the charity.

 STEP 2 Start out with a list of 200 companies that you want to get referrals from.

 Step 3 Find out what charities they give to, if they do give to a charity usually a   
 business does have one or more charities that they donate money to on a consis  
 tent basis

 Let me tell you another way to do the above two steps faster. You could go   
 directly to charities and ask for businesses that give money to them. This is a great   
 list to have because each of these businesses need some type of help in meeting  
 their financial goals to the charity

 Step 4 Approach these businesses with an offer that you will donate $10,000 to   
 these charities for every 100 members that gets referred to sign up for your trade   
 exchange. In addition to the donation of $10K, for every person that they send to   
 join your exchange a percentage of revenue is donated to the charity in the   
 name of the business.

 Here is how this could work. In your trade exchange admin section create the   
 business you want to donate to charities on their behalf as brokers in the system. 

 At the sign up page, users can select the broker or members that referred them.   
 For this to work, the businesses that wants you to donate $10,000 to these charities  
 for every 100 members, have to do two things:

 (i) They have to sign up to join your trade exchange

 (ii) They have to refer up to 100 of their clients to join your trade exchange to get   
 you to fulfil your part of the deal of donating $10,000 trade dollars to their favour  
 ite charities. 

By the time 100 established businesses have been made to participate in this program 
and gotten you to donate up to $1 million to different charities, you'd have 10,000 newly 
registered members in your trade exchange.

 Step 5 Write and send out a press release to announce the news that you are   
 giving $1 million to a charity and that you are willing to donate to more charities in  
 the name of more businesses that joins your exchange and refers businesses to   
 your exchange.

 Do a television interview about a unique way for businesses to team up together   
 to provide support for their local charities through your trade exchange.

 You could propose to charities that you’d donate $100 to them for any business   
 that joins your trade exchange through their referral.

 Additionally, you will continue to donate 20% of your revenue generated to them   
 courtesy of the businesses that referred other members to join your exchange. 

 Use free publicity to promote this referral proposal and relationship.

 You will find that it could take just one or two of these relationships to double or   
 even triple your business.

JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS FOR 
YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

One of the biggest problems in most churches is raising funds to support their church 
programs, mission-driven and humanitarian initiatives. I should know better because I am 
a minister of the gospel myself. Hence, most churches would be enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to receive some type of donations from you or your business.

The idea is to work through churches to bring more business to you.

Let me tell you a story of one retail business that is doing this and how you can apply this 
to a trade exchange business.

Sundays was a slow day for this retail business so, they propose to the church that, if any 
of their members buys goods on Sundays between 12pm and 5pm, all the proceeds 
generated through those transactions 10% of the revenue would be given as a donation 
to the church.

And so, the church in turn publicizes this to their members. Since their members wants to 
support the church they go and frequent that business during those hours in order to raise 
money for the church.

People will join your trade exchange.

They would engage in a lot of transactions on behalf of their local church.

One of the key factors to making this referral system work is to have some type of proof or 
mechanism by which to measure the number of members being referred by each group 
and the amount of transactions that are being consummated by the businesses referred 
by each group.

You need to have a way to give assurance to the referring group, that you are accurate-
ly tracking each one of the of the members referred by them as well as the volume of 
transactions being done by those members/clients referred to you, by them.

Most importantly, an assurance that they would get the money that you have promised 
to them. Once you do that, then it becomes very simple.

TO GET STARTED IN THE JOINT VENTURE WITH CHURCHES PROGRAM FOLLOW 
THE STEPS BELOW: 

 STEP 1: Make a list of the churches you'd approach to participate in the program

 STEP 2: Send them the sample introductory letter for the program to offer to   
 donate $10,000 for every 100 members that joins the exchange from the church

 STEP 3: Send them more information using the proposal report in your JV WITH   
 CHURCH KIT. The report educates the church management on how the trade   
 exchange benefits their members and the church. 

 STEP 4: Church signs up for your trade exchange and announce the program to   
 their members.  The church is motivated to introduce the program to their mem  
 bers because their members would primarily benefit immensely from trade   
 exchange. 

They would be especially motivated to introduce this program to their members 
because; they would be receiving $10,000 donations from the exchange for every 100 of 
their members that joins the trade exchange. 

They would also be entitled to 20% of the fee revenue collected from the members they 
refer to join the exchange for the lifetime of the membership of those members.

JOINT VENTURE WITH MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS TO WIN THE FIRST
10,000 MEMBERS FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

Recruit all the media organizations as your 1st set of members.
This would help you instantly boost the credibility of your trade exchange, just to be able 
to say that your clients include TV channels, Newspapers, radio stations and several other 
major media organizations etc. 

 • The credibility, goodwill and status of these organizations would be associ  
  ated with your company. 

 • Most important benefit of having media organization as your first member   
  is that you’d be getting free advertising to attract members to your trade   
  exchange.

It is recommended that a barter exchange goes after media (radio stations, television 
stations, newspapers etc.) as its first members for the following reasons:

 1. Media companies already know how to barter
  Radio stations, television stations, newspapers etc. all barter today.
  Media companies give away advertising in return for company cars,   
  cross-promotions, giveaways etc.

  You are providing them with an opportunity to advertise their own media   
  company in other types of media (for example a radio station might now   
  be able to advertise itself in the newspaper or on billboards which it might   
  not be able to do as it may not have enough cash now)

 2. Space media capacity costs nothing
  If a radio station does not sell any extra advertisements today then it will   
  not get the opportunity again as advertising space is a perishable com  
  modity.

  To insert an extra advertisement into a newspaper (which has spare   
  space) costs nothing.

  TV time costs nothing if the advertisement space is unsold / available

 3. Every business wants to buy more advertising
  If you go to a radio station and say “I can give you a million dollars a year   
  in advertising in top newspapers, television stations, billboards, websites,   
  clubs, magazines, nightclubs, school newsletters etc. in return for some of   
  your unsold radio space will you do it?”, they will probably say yes.

  Once you have some media companies which sell advertising to one   
  another you can start advertising to other business-types that “if you join   
  our barter exchange you can buy media FREE – we will trade your spare   
  rooms / time / space for advertising which will bring you new cash    
  business!! Imagine being able to buy unlimited advertising in return for lost   
  time/capacity which was going to waste anyway”

 4. Advertising costs a lot
  Most businesses cannot afford it, campaign costs are large (so your com  
  mission will be high), and everyone wants free advertising!

The order in which you should approach these organizations

We recommend approaching smaller organizations first,
especially the non-profit ones. Why?

 • Non-profit magazines, newspapers, radio stations, etc. will do anything to   
  get extra advertising.

  They do not have large budgets
  They are used to negotiating and bartering for things they need
  They can make decisions quickly

 • Secondly we recommend approaching ethnic media:
  Ethnic media very often do not sell enough advertising
  They need more people to be attracted to their media
  They do not have large budgets

 • Finally we recommend approaching corporate / larger companies
  You already have media to offer them
  You have a diverse range of media
  You are in all parts of the market where they may not advertise already
  Their advertising budget would not normally ever cover school newspa  
  pers or local media advertising campaigns

Getting started

 • Create a list of each type of business in each media category
 • Do not ring all radio stations the first week and all newspapers the    
  next– because radio stations will not allow other radio stations to    
  advertise on them. 
   You need to work each media type at the same time
 • Make appointments

The sale

The first call

Some of the following sales pitches may be useful when making the first phone call:
“Hi, I am calling to see whether or not you have enough spare capacity to sell some 
advertising this month?

How much do you think I can buy that remains unsold?”
“I noticed that you are promoting yourself a lot lately and I was wondering if you would 
like another $10,000 worth of free advertising with various media. I don’t have much time 
now to talk about it but I could come and see you on XXX day… would that suit?”

“Hello. Several of my customers have spare (radio/television/newspaper/magazine) 
space and they would like to trade it for some of your advertising space” 

“If I could give you free advertising to promote your (radio/TV station/newspaper/com-
munity group/charity etc.) how much would you want?”

The meeting with the media company

 • Find out how they promote their business now to get more readers/listen  
  ers/viewers
 • Ask what type of budget they have now to expand this promotion or for   
  current promotions
 • Ask if they have much spare capacity now themselves
 • Tell them you can get them more promotion/advertising for their radio/T  
  V/newspaper etc. for FREE as you know businesses who will trade it in   
  return for that companies unsold time

Remind them that their unsold advertising space/time doesn’t bring them any money – 
and it is better to sell it for full price and get something for it which will bring in cash – 
more advertising.

The bottom line to them is free advertising at no cost

Getting the commitment

Get them to commit to something on paper similar to:
In return for XXX a year worth of advertising in my media you will give me XXX in advertis-
ing on these types of media which I will approve.

Bring a form with you which they can fill out about how much they will give to you if you 
can find them (how much they want) in return.

ANOTHER STRATEGY TO USE IN RECRUITING MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS IS TO
Make media organization your joint venture marketing partners by setting up licensee 

account at zero cost to them, in exchange for advertising credit

 • They would get $10,000 for every 100 member that joins your trade    
  exchange through the advertising they run for your trade exchange.

 • Second, the media run advertisement for your exchange to get members   
  to register. 

And they would be entitled to a certain percentage of revenue generated from mem-
bers that register/joint the transactions of the members that join the exchange under their 
license account. 

So, they’d be essentially joint venture partners for life and would be entitled to a certain 
percentage of the income generated from the transaction fees paid by the members of 
your exchange that they referred to join through the advertisement done for your 
exchange. 

They would enjoy this benefit for the lifetime of the membership of those members 
referred b their advertising for your trade exchange;

Why would media organizations agree to do joint venture with your orga-
nization as stated here? 

Because you will offer them 50% of all profits you make from the transactions of members 
referred by their advertising for you. And you’d also credit their account with $10,000 
trade dollars for every 100 members they refer to join your trade exchange via your 
proposed joint venture marketing.

If that seems like a lot, remember you’re not only getting the advertising for your trade 
exchange done for free, but you’re finding a rich market of highly qualified prospects 
with a strong chance of wanting to join your trade exchange and becoming your clients 
for life. 

The media company makes a pile of money they would not have made otherwise - and 
you make a lot of sales, make a profit, and best of all, find a lot of new customers you 
can sell to again and again in the future. It’s a classic win-win situation.

Because this type of joint venture relationships is so profitable, you can afford to be 
generous in making your proposition to a media organization. 

In one month, you could have gotten nearly 10,000 new members/clients. Even though 
half the profits will go to the media organization, all future business - including monthly 
admin fees and transaction fees – will all be yours to keep.

It’s important to keep in mind the long-term view with host-beneficiary relationships. Even 
if you have to offer very generous terms initially to your hosts, captured customers often 
become repeat customers (Lifetime Value of a Customer) that can keep generating 
sales and profits for years to come.

OTHER MILLION DOLLAR 
TRADE EXCHANGE LAUNCH STRATGIES

 1. Licensing opportunities strategy…
  You promote the trade exchange licensing opportunity. You recruit and   
  train investors who would be responsible for recruiting member in their   
  area.

 2. 12x12x12x12 or 124Affiliate marketing strategy 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate mangers. The 12 affiliate manag  
  ers will then recruit at least 12 other affiliates marketers within 30 days. The   
  affiliate marketers are expected to recruit at least 12 new members every   
  month for the next 12 months. The result would be 20,736 members for your  
  exchange in the next 12 months. And it all stars with recruiting and training  
  your 1st 12 affiliate mangers or what your 12 disciples/opposites

 3. Affiliate Army + Licensing Strategy + Member Referral 
  The idea is to recruit and train 12 affiliate manages to each recruit and   
  train at least 12 affiliate marketers. And the affiliate marketers are to recruit  
  at least | License for trade exchange per month for the next 12 months.

  The licenses are expected to each recruit and train 12 affiliate managers.   
 The 12 affiliate managers are to recruit and train 12 affiliate………….. And    
the 12 affiliates are to recruit 12 new members each.

 The new members are expected to recruit 2 new members that would act as the   
new member guarantor to make the member eligible for loan facility

  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Licenses ---12
  Affiliate Manager ---12
  Affiliate marketers ---12
  Members ---12x12 months = 35.83 million

 4. Organize FREE or PAID seminars to educate investors about the trade   
  exchange business opportunity. Interested investors would then invest to   
  become your licensees. They would be responsible for investing in infra  
  structure and human resources to recruit affiliates/sales force that would   
  recruit members for your trade exchange business. Your only role would   
  be to train licenses and provide administrative and ……………..

 5. Organize free or paid trade exchange seminars, to educate people   
  about the concepts and solutions of trade exchange. 

  After the program give participants the opportunity to join your trade   
  exchange. But you have to inform then that members trading would only   
  commence after reaching the membership benchmark set.

 6. FACEBOOK FRIENDS REFERRAL PROGRAM
  "How would you like to make $100 for each person on you Facebook   
  friends list - without lifting a finger?”

  Make $100 for each friend you have on Facebook. If you have 100 friends   
  then you could make $10,000 trade credit"

JOINT VENTURE WITH 100 BUSINESSES TO WIN THE FIRST 10,000 MEMBERS
FOR YOUR TRADE EXCHANGE

 (1) Propose to give established businesses $10,000 for every 100 members that   
signs up for trade exchange through their referral. Plus they'd also get 100% of the   
first month's income from the transactions of those members.

 (2) When they request for more information send them a power point presenta  
tion/PDF file that explains complete details of how the program works

 (a) Benefits of our business to your members and to your organizations
 (b) You fill out account application from
 (c) You refer your members to Join
 (d) You get paid 100% of the transaction fees paid by the members referred by   
you to join trade exchange.
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Use the same strategy to make 100 other businesses to become endorses of trade 
exchange and a permanent source of referrals.

To make it easy tell them you would not even have to lift a finger to inform your clients 
about trade exchange. Just give us the contact list of your clients and we'd contact 
them on your behalf.

If you only get 100 members sign up for trade exchange from each of the 100 businesses 
that engages in a joint venture with you, that would translate to 10,000 members that 
you’d have gotten for your trade exchange businesses.

PART 4: THE ONLY RELIABLE PATH TO
MAXIMUM SUCCESS IN TRADE EXCHANGE 
BUSINESS IS MAXIMUM ACTION

If you want to achieve anything in this life there is a simple solution. The solution is to take 
action. Massive Results Requires Massive Action!

Have you ever heard of the lazy world champion? Most likely the answer is no because 
there is no such person.  People who suffer from a tendency to be lazy often fail to 
achieve anything in this life. 

They may go through life somewhat frustrated, grumpy, and at times complaining about 
how unfair life is. 

They lead completely unsatisfied lives and then they depress others around them with 
their complaining.

There is no lazy man's way to getting rich in trade exchange business.  

When you take little or no action, you will receive mediocre results. This is the law of the 
universe, and there isn’t anything that you can do to change it.

I am often disappointed at how little work people are willing to do in order to get what 
they insist they want.

If you need new clients for your business, don’t do one thing, do ONE HUNDRED AND ONE 
things. If you have a problem to solve, don’t implement one possible solution; implement 
a dozen.

Take action to diversify the way that money and success comes to you, the way that you 
solve problems, even the way that you acquire new information and grow as a person.

WHAT KIND OF ACTION YIELDS THE GREATEST RESULTS IN A TRADE 
EXCHANGE BUSINESS?

Yes, there is one type or kind of “action” that produces maximum results in a minimum 
length of time, in a trade exchange business; MASSIVE ACTION.

Not tiny action. Not wimpy action. Not tentative action. Not toe-in-the-water action. Not 
ponderously slow action. MASSIVE ACTION.

I believe that each of you can create the life you want but the question is do you 
deserve the life you want? 

If you aren’t willing to do the work involved then you do NOT deserve to live that kind of 
life and you probably will not live it. If you are willing to take massive action, then you 
deserve that life and the chances are you will live it over time. 

Do NOT quit too early. Run with your business and over time you will run into people who 
love what you are doing and will join you and not quit as long as you do not quit. 
Are you ready to take your company to the top? 

Then PROVE IT!!!! Take Massive action and as Zig Ziglar always said,
“we will see you and yes I mean you at the top”!


